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Abstract: New volcanic unrest has been detected in the Domuyo Volcanic Center (DVC), to the east 
of the Andes Southern Volcanic Zone in Argentina. To better understand this activity, we 
investigated new seismic monitoring data, gravimetric and magnetic campaign data, and 
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) deformation maps, and we derived an image of 
the magma plumbing system and the likely source of the unrest episode. Seismic events recorded 
during 2017–2018 nucleate beneath the southwestern flank of the DVC. Ground deformation maps 
derived from InSAR processing of Sentinel-1 data exhibit an inflation area exceeding 300 km2, from 
2014 to at least March 2018, which can be explained by an inflating sill model located 7 km deep. 
The Bouguer anomaly reveals a negative density contrast of ~35 km wavelength, which is spatially 
coincident with the InSAR pattern. Our 3D density modeling suggests a body approximately 4–6 
km deep with a density contrast of –550 kg/m3. Therefore, the geophysical and geodetic data allow 
identification of the plumbing system that is subject to inflation at these shallow crustal depths. We 
compared the presence and dimensions of the inferred doming area to the drainage patterns of the 
area, which support long-established incremental uplift according to morphometric analysis. 
Future studies will allow us to investigate further whether the new unrest is hydrothermal or 
magmatic in origin.  

Keywords: Domuyo Volcanic Center; InSAR; magma body; geothermal unrest; 3D density model; 
Bouguer Anomaly; volcanic source geometry modeling 

 

1. Introduction 

The average growth of magma bodies is commonly slow, with long-term values leading to 
inflation rates of up to a few centimeters annually [1–3]. Large magma chambers and plutons are 
heterogeneous bodies [4] and are believed to grow by incremental episodes that cause accumulation 
of intrusive bodies in the Earth’s crust [5,6]. Magma chambers are thought to be inherently unstable 
[7] and may re-organize, rapidly change and fluctuate, and can be associated with variable inflation 
episodes observed at the surface. Identifying and understanding such mass movements and the 
formation of major magma bodies are of great interest for scientists and society, as they allow an 
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understanding of volcanic unrest, the formation of thickened crust [8], and because they may feed 
large and possibly caldera-forming eruptions [9,10]. 

Mobilization of volumes of magma in the crust and the (episodic) growth of magma bodies can 
be effectively investigated by identification of gravity anomalies and deformation measurements, 
but only a few examples exist worldwide where (i) large-dimension doming was identified and (ii) 
monitored by multi-parametric data. Some of the most prominent examples are found in South 
America, where the three large-scale sites of doming identified are Laguna del Maule, Lazufre, and 
Uturuncu [11]. These key global sites are located in the central and southern Andes, also showing 
unique evidence for ignimbrite-forming eruptions in geologic history [12] and hosting the largest 
partial melting zones known (the Altiplano–Puna Mush Body and the Southern Puna Magma Body) 
[12]. Previous studies have revealed distinct geophysical anomalies in the upper, middle, and lower 
crust that are possibly associated with multiple, distinct magma ponding levels and/or 
hydrothermal fluids [8]. The sites at Laguna del Maule, Lazufre, and Uturuncu are all subject to 
“large caldera-scale” inflation [13] and are amongst the first that have been identified in recent years 
(Figure 1c). In fact, satellite geodetic data reveal that inflation has been ongoing at Uturuncu since at 
least 1992 [14], and at Laguna del Maule and Lazufre the inflation began in 2004 [15] and 1998 [16–
18], respectively. Here, we report on gravimetric and deformation data from another site showing 
major inflation and possible magma accumulation that was recently identified in the Southern 
Andes. Our study was initiated by seismic records at the poorly studied Domuyo Volcanic Center 
(DVC), Argentina, and emphasizes the relevance of incremental crustal growth and sudden unrest 
activity, even at those volcanoes that have had no historical eruptive activity. This paper is 
organized as follows: First, we introduce the poorly known volcanic center and describe the data 
and methods used. We combine satellite remote sensing with field campaign data, by investigating 
gravimetric and magnetic data, and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) deformation 
maps, to derive a geological model of the structure of the magmatic-hydrothermal system at depth, 
and we compare this to the geomorphology at the surface. 

2. Tectonic Setting and Geology of the Domuyo Volcanic Center 

The Domuyo Volcanic Center (DVC) (36°37’ S–70°26’ W) is a dome complex 4702 m high 
located in the southern Central Andes of Argentina. This volcanic center (SI_VNUM 357067 [19]) 
hosts a number of dacitic lava domes and monogenetic basaltic centers and is the site of intense 
geothermal activity associated with regional extensional and transtensional structures [20]. The NE 
flank of the summit is truncated by an amphitheater 4 km wide that hosts a central dome-like 
structure. The DVC occupies a retroarc position with respect to the active volcanic front that also 
formed the Chillán, Antuco, Sierra Velluda, Copahue, and Llaima volcanoes, see Figure 1a. This 
retroarc position is shared with other silicic caldera and dome complexes, such as the Calabozos 
caldera, Laguna del Maule Volcanic center, the Tilhue dome, and the Campo Volcánico Puelche, that 
have been petrologically interpreted as products of crustal melting under an extensional regime [21–
24]. Limited amounts of mantle-derived materials are mixed at this western retroarc position with 
crustal-derived products conforming basaltic floods and isolated central volcanoes [22]. Extensional 
structures controlling the emplacement of Quaternary volcanic products have been described that 
affect the western sector of the Malargüe fold and thrust belt [25], located between 35 and 38°S, and 
form a series of extensional valleys subject to material deposition (so-called depocenters), which are 
the troughs of the Las Loicas, Loncopué, and Bío Aluminé (Figure 1a). The La/Yb ratios in the 
eastern Payenia volcanic field retroarc products have provided insights regarding the crustal 
thicknesses in the region and reveal a longitudinal zone of attenuated crustal thickness of 33–35 km, 
which is compatible with the extensional conditions determined from structural and geochemical 
studies [26]. 
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Figure 1. Location of the Domuyo Volcanic Center (DVC) in the Andean Southern Volcanic Zone. (a) 
The DVC belongs to a belt of bimodal activity that is located between the arc front and the Payenia 
flood basalts shown in gray (see text for further details). Blue triangles indicate seismic stations, and 
dashed black lines delimit the Loncopue (LT) and Las Loicas troughs (LLT), two extensional 
depocenters that formed in the last 5 My. (b) A zoomed-in view of the study area with principal 
mountain peaks and the Plio-Pleistocene volcanic centers (light red shade) surrounding the DVC. 
Red circles indicate known sites of thermal activity [18], concentrated on the west side of the DVC, 
and the small, inverted black triangles represent the gravity and magnetic measurement network 
that was used in this work. Measurements were made approximately every 1000 m. (c) The inset 
figure shows South America, and the red triangles indicate, from north to south, the locations of the 
Uturuncu, Lazufre, Laguna del Maule, and Domuyo volcanoes that represent the selected and 
recently detected large-scale inflation sites. 

This extensional setting has been partly explained by tearing of the subducted Nazca Plate 4–5 
My ago [27]. This tearing affected the southern part of the subducted plate at around 38°S and 
produced a pronounced step that controls the transfer zone between the Loncopué and Las Loicas 
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troughs [28]. Asthenospheric material ascended through the fractures on the subducted oceanic floor 
and produced distinct mantle upwellings, decompression, and fed foreland basaltic floods of the 
Payenia, Tromen, and Auca Mahuida volcanic fields, as has been visualized through 
magnetotelluric and gravimetric geoid data [29,30]. The DVC and its new episode of unrest episode 
may be a consequence of such upwellings. 

Available radiometric datasets allow inference of an eruptive period at the DVC that extends 
from 2.5 to 0.11 My [31–35]. During this period, two distinct eruptive-compositional stages were 
identified. The first occurred from the Late Pliocene to Early Pleistocene and had a dominant 
calc-alkaline signature with andesitic and explosive eruptions that led to widespread pyroclastic 
fluxes. The second stage occurred from the Middle to Upper Pleistocene and was associated with the 
final development of a complex monogenetic dome structure, principally in the southwest of the 
Domuyo. Until recently, the DVC was considered as a dormant center. 

An important characteristic of this volcanic center is its thermal activity that has been studied 
since the 1970s [18,32,36,37]. Most of the earlier studies have described a fault-controlled system 
with fumaroles, hot springs, and geysers that is associated with one of the largest advective heat 
fluxes measured for a single volcanic center. A possible reactivation of this volcanic center was 
proposed [18] considering the measured energy fluxes, which are difficult to reconcile as being the 
result of cooling of old magmatic systems. 

Finally, neotectonic activity has been described in association with the thermal manifestations 
[20,38]. These consist mainly of normal faults associated with limited amounts of lateral slip that cut 
through the Early Quaternary ignimbritic facies on the western slope of the DVC. Based on geologic 
mapping, some of these structures were interpreted as neotectonic [20,39], but modern 
multi-parametric monitoring and analyses of the unrest episode has not been achieved yet. To define 
a geometric source model that can reproduce and explain the unrest pattern that has been detected 
over the DVC, in this work, we present an analysis of different data sets, including seismic data, 
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR), and gravimetric and magnetic terrestrial data, and 
then we develop a synthesis that also considers a surface morphology analysis. Given the 
constrained dimensions of the surface deformation and inferred magma reservoir beneath, we 
herein provide evidence that DVC is one of the largest inflation sites known in the Andes. 

3. Materials and Methods  

Ground-based monitoring, campaign field measurements, and satellite remote sensing were 
combined in this work. Here we describe the data and methods used: the seismic network, the 
gravimetric data, the InSAR deformation maps, the magnetic data, and morphometric surface 
analysis. We then provide details regarding the inversion and modeling techniques used to infer the 
source(s) of the observed anomalies.  

3.1. Seismic Data 

The timely observation of seismic signals is a key aspect of volcano monitoring [40]. 
Hydrothermal activity, degasification, and fracturing or migration of magma, among other factors, 
generate a wide variety of seismic signals [15,41–43]. 

The seismic data presented in this work were acquired from July 2017 to March 2018 by using a 
network of nineteen three-component broadband seismometers (Trillium Compact and Trillium 
120PA from Nanometric, Inc.) and using a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The seismic network was 
further extended by two additional short-period stations located in the south of the Mendoza 
province (blue triangles in Figure 1a). We also considered five Chilean stations, which are part of the 
International Federation of Digital Seismograph Network (FDSN), improving the azimuthal 
coverage (Figure 1a). The loggers used for FDSN were Centaur and Taurus, both from Nanometrics, 
Inc., with five possible gain inputs that were configured to be able to register even small-scale 
seismic events. All 26 station records were used for locating the seismic events. 

Processing was performed using the SEISAN platform [44] and the Obspy package 
(https://github.com/obspy). We first applied an automatic detection algorithm based on short-term 
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averages over long-term averages (STA/LTA), controlled by meticulous visual observations using a 
multitrace module to eliminate false positives and to identify the P- and S-wave arrivals. The seismic 
event locations were computed using HYPOCENTER [45,46] and by use of a one-dimensional 
velocity model composed of nine layers, developed for the area of interest by Correa-Otto et al. [47]. 
A seismic event database was constructed from several continuous registers, showing a cluster of 
events located beneath the summit and western flank of the DVC. We also calculated the Ml and Mw 
magnitudes. In this work, we present the events that have locations shallower than 25 km. The 
results are provided in map views for comparison to the other data in Section 4.1. 

3.2. InSAR Data 

Since the early 1990s, the InSAR ground-surface deformation technique has become a popular 
tool for monitoring active volcanoes [42], and thanks to the free availability of the European Space 
Agency’s Sentinel data, since 2015 the method has allowed monitoring of almost any potential 
volcano site worldwide [48]. The ground-deformation observations provide useful information 
about eruptive cycles to assess volcanic hazards. In addition, this technique allows for making 
inferences of storage locations and magma conduits, and by the implementation of modeling 
inversions of InSAR data, it is possible to better understand the geometry and location of the 
deformation source [16,11,49,50]. 

We used radar satellite observations to assess deformation occurrence associated with a 
possible magma body beneath the DVC. The aim of this analysis is to construct an independent 
database that is compared to our geophysical field data (gravity and magnetic). We selected 
Sentinel-1 acquisitions that were obtained during the absence of snow, as snow coverage may 
strongly affect the signals [51]. After downloading acquisitions over the snow-free target area, we 
processed the differential interferograms (d-InSAR) by using the Sentinel Application Platform 
(SNAP), freely provided by the European Space Agency (http://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/snap/). 
SNAP combines a suite of available Sentinel toolboxes and allows complex data analysis and SAR 
processing. 

Processing follows the classic steps for obtaining deformation velocities: first, co-registration 
between the two images; then, Interferogram generation including flat-earth phase removal and 
coherence estimation; then, application of the Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans (TOPS) 
deburst algorithm. The topographic phase was removed using the SRTM 3-sec Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM), after which, multilook processing was implemented while maintaining a square pixel 
in which the number of looks in range was chosen to be between 4 and 12, depending on the quality 
of the images. A Goldstein filter was applied to filter the phase [52]. Phase unwrapping was 
achieved by using SNAPHU software [53–55]. By this, the conversion of phase to displacement was 
realized. We then geocoded the data by range-Doppler terrain corrections in order to provide the 
final products. 

We used Sentinel-1 images acquired from both ascending and descending orbits. As the 
selection of the image pair dates was made while considering the presence of snow in the DVC 
during the winter season, a relatively small dataset remained. For this, we considered those pairs of 
small perpendicular baselines (<100 m) between two SAR images to avoid topographic artifacts and 
coherence loss. Figure 2 presents the totals of the number of differential interferograms processed in 
this work (27). We estimated from the d-InSAR results if pronounced trend changes were present. 
As we found that the amount of deformation linearly increased with the temporal baseline, we 
assumed a linear trend, which is also in agreement with an earlier study [56]. The deformation rate 
was linearized by fitting the number of fringes versus time period for the interferograms. We 
selected 12 interferograms (Table 1) that showed the highest quality among the 27 data pairs 
processed within the 2014–2018 time period, and then we normalized the deformation rates to a 1 
year period to perform the stacking process and therewith to increase the signal-to-noise ratio [57–
62] (see Figure 2). The aim of these deformation assessments was to generate a database that 
supported the gravimetric and magnetic field measurements (described in the following sections); 
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future studies might allow more rigorous exploration of the deformation rate changes by 
considering time series analyses, which was beyond the scope of this work. 

The selected image pairs with the best coherence are presented in Table 1. The stacking results 
and the deformation pattern for the DVC are presented in Section 4.2. 

Table 1. Details of the Sentinel-1 datasets used in the stacking process corresponding to Single Look 
Complex (SLC) product types with Interferometric Wide (IW) beam mode. B⊥ refers to the 
perpendicular baseline. Bt refers to the time baseline between data sets. The code refers to the 
interferograms results presented in section 4.2. 

Date 1 Date 2 Track Number B⊥ (m) Bt (day) Configuration Code 

10/02/16 11/01/17 18 94.7 336 Ascending a1 

05/05/17 01/03/18 18 27.1 300 Ascending a2 

10/02/16 01/03/18 18 79.59 750 Ascending a3 

10/02/16 05/05/17 18 37.45 450 Ascending a4 

23/11/14 31/10/16 18 43 708 Ascending a5 

29/04/17 01/03/18 18 73.44 306 Ascending a6 

10/01/17 30/03/18 83 10.61 444 Descending b1 

10/05/17 30/03/18 83 50.6 324 Descending b2 

17/12/16 30/03/18 83 71.9 468 Descending b3 

22/03/16 10/01/17 83 42.62 294 Descending b4 

28/04/17 12/12/17 83 35.06 228 Descending b5 

10/12/14 22/03/16 83 53.91 468 Descending b6 

 
Figure 2. Differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar (d-InSAR) maps allow relating the 
number of fringes (y axis) versus the temporal baseline (x axis). From the 27 data pairs, we deduced a 
linear trend of ~12 cm/year for the DVC deformation. 

3.3. Gravimetry Data 

The study of gravity anomalies in active volcanic centers allows detecting changes in density 
distributions at depth over different observation periods [42]. Gravity data also can be utilized to 
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identify low-density bodies underlying the volcanic surface that may indicate reservoirs of partial 
melts or hydrothermal fluids in the upper crust [15,63–65]. In the Andes, gravity surveys could help 
to identify some of the largest magma bodies at depth [66], such as at the Uturuncu inflation site [67]. 

The gravimetric data presented in this work represent a heterogeneous network made via 
accessible paths and roads located around the DVC, with measurements taken every 1000 m, on 
average, during the period of January–February 2018 (illustrated as inverted black triangles in 
Figure 1b). For the gravimeter we used the CG-5 AutoGrav instrument from Scintrex, Ltd., which 
has a fused quartz sensor with a resolution of 1 µGal. The data were corrected for drift variations 
using the same reference point as the database. The complete Bouguer anomalies with the free air 
and Bouguer corrections applied were calculated following the classic expressions from Blakely [68], 
and the observed gravity values were tied to the International Gravity Standardization Net system 
(1971), and the normal gravity to the station latitude, using the 1967 international ellipsoid. We 
considered the Earth’s curvature and applied terrain corrections according to LaFehr [69] and Nagy 
[70]. 

The regional trend of the Bouguer anomaly map is presented as an upward continuation up to 
20 km. The resulting residual was computed by subtracting this regional map from the Bouguer 
anomaly map. The results are presented in Section 4.3. We used units of milligal(s) (mGal, in cm/s2) 
throughout the results and figures. 

3.4. Magnetic Data 

Magnetic anomalies are used to study the physical mechanisms involved in volcanic processes 
due to changes in the thermal and stress configuration subsurface, fluid movements, or 
remagnetization after eruptions or shallow magmatic emplacements. Dikes, vents, domes, and faults 
can be identified by significant magnetic anomalies in addition to using structural knowledge and 
gravimetric data over the study area [42,71–74]. 

The terrestrial magnetic data were measured along with the gravimetric data during the period 
of January–February 2018 with a GEM GSM system (19 V7) Overhauser total field magnetometer 
with a sensitivity of 0.02 nT and an absolute precision of 0.1 nT. 

The data were corrected for diurnal variations. The total magnetic anomaly (TMA) was 
computed by subtracting the international reference field value (IGRF) from the observed total field. 
To better analyze the magnetic anomalies, the analytic signal (AS) was computed, and a 
reduce-to-pole (RTP) filter was applied to the TMA with 5.12° of declination and −37.7° of 
inclination. The three maps, namely, TMA, RTP, and AS, are presented in Section 4.4. 

3.5. Data Modeling  

Modeling was performed using simple and idealized source geometries in an attempt to 
constrain the reservoir location and shape [42] and to compare/validate interpretations derived from 
the different data presented herein. In the following, we describe the modeling approaches used for 
the InSAR data and for the Bouguer gravity anomaly data. 

3.5.1. Source Modeling from InSAR 

We used the freely available Geodetic Bayesian Inversion Software (GBIS) [75], which allows 
the estimation of optimal parameters such as the depth, geometry, and orientation of the 
deformation source using data from ascending and descending satellite tracks. We chose two 
interferograms with the best quality and similar dates from the period May 2017 to March 2018 and a 
temporal baseline of 300 d for the ascending track and 324 d for the descending track, respectively.  

The GBIS software estimated the variance and covariance in each independent data set to 
reduce randomly distributed noise and also possible spatially correlated phase delays by calculating 
the semivariograms of each data set that were in proximity but not in a deformed area. A linear 
ramp was also applied to remove possible residual orbital errors or atmospheric residual delays 
with long wavelengths [75]. The subsamples were computed using a quadtree of 2 × 10−4 for the 
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ascending data, resulting in 232 points, and a quadtree of 2.5 × 10−4 for the descending interferogram, 
resulting in 82 points (see Appendix A). 

The inversion was applied using analytical solutions for an isotropic elastic half-space for 
different geometries: a horizontal rectangular sill [76], a prolate spheroid [77], a penny-shaped 
sill-like source [78], a point source [79], and, finally, a rectangular sill geometry with a strike and dip 
orientation [76]. The results were obtained by performing 106 iterations using posterior probability 
density functions to constrain the input parameters for the different geometries mentioned above.  

To determine the best-fit model, we considered the statistical values: RMS (root mean square of 
the residuals), WRSS (weighted root sum square), and the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The 
latter appraise the balance between complexity (number of parameters) and precision of the models 
[80–83].  

The results are presented in Section 4.5.1, where the best-fit modeled and measured patterns 
can be compared.  

3.5.2.3. D Density Modeling from Bouguer Anomalies 

We performed a 3D density modeling with IGMAS+ modeling software (Interactive Gravity 
and Magnetic Application System) [83–91]. 

The procedure started by fitting the model with the residual Bouguer anomalies described in 
Section 3.3, considering only a small area around the low gravity value that was expected to be the 
signal of the deformation source. The simple model used consisted of two bodies, one for the host 
rocks and the second body represented a low-density, volatile-rich reservoir that was consistent with 
the silicic volcanic material in the DVC. For the density contrast, we considered the results of Miller 
et al. [65] for the Laguna del Maule volcanic field magmatic system, which is located 55 km to the 
northwest of the DVC and presents a similar magmatic geochemical signature. Miller et al. [65] 
developed thermodynamic modeling and concluded that the reservoir consisted of a volatile-rich 
magma with 85% of melt restrained in a wholly or partially crystallized mush with a density contrast 
of −600 kg/m3. In the present work, we used a density contrast of –550 kg/m3 to fit the gravimetric 
contrast of almost 20 mGal. 

The dimensions of the reservoir were further constrained by the dimensions obtained from 
GBIS modeling. Therefore, the following three-dimensional density models were ultimately 
considered: first, a model that fit the measured density anomaly that had a higher volume, and 
second, a model that followed the exact dimensions of the GBIS-modeled deformation source but 
resulted in a higher residual Bouguer anomaly. 

The results are detailed in Section 4.5.2, where the residuals of the calculated Bouguer 
anomalies and the geometries used are presented. The interpretation and conceptual model are 
elaborated in more detail in the discussion section of this paper. 

3.6. Morphometric Analysis  

Using morphometric analysis for the study of surface modification is a practice that has been 
used in the past few years. Many studies highlight the importance of analyzing the equilibrium state 
of fluvial networks to detect areas with active uplift due to tectonic processes or magmatic 
emplacement [92–97]. To decode local and regional landform responses and to analyze potential 
topographic changes in the area, we analyzed the drainage patterns and developed swath profiles. 
In particular, we studied the equilibrium states of the rivers draining the DVC to evaluate potential 
relief changes and the fluvial networks resulting from inflation of the area. We used the SRTM 
(Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) (30 m) digital elevation model to obtain swath profiles along 
the main courses using TopoToolbox, a set of functions for topographic analysis implemented in 
Matlab [98,99]. We extracted the watersheds that drain the DVC and selected the trunk for each 
basin. After separating the trunks, we extracted the swath profiles along the course until the 
headwaters were reached. These swath profiles condense maximum, mean, and minimum elevation 
data to a single chosen topographic profile. Each swath profile along a particular channel allows us 
to evaluate how the relief of the valley had changed in each basin.  
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4. Results 

4.1. Seismic Data 

The yellow dots and squares in Figure 3 show the seismic activity that was shallower than 25 
km and that was recorded during the period of July 2017 to March 2018 (for more details, see 
Appendix B). The moment magnitudes of all of these events remained below Mw = 3. The event 
locations had low precision because of the low azimuthal coverage of the network used. Thus, only 
general characteristics should be taken into consideration when describing the seismic activity in the 
area from this dataset. In Appendix B, the uncertainties in the locations of these events are presented. 
Therefore, even though the existence of seismic activity within the DVC area was confirmed from 
this dataset, only a qualitative description can be made. The activity focused on the southwestern 
slope of the DVC and coincided with hydrothermal and neotectonic activity [20,38]. Three events 
(yellow squares in Figure 3) nucleate near the summit portion of the DVC. It is worth noting that the 
uneven distributions of the seismicity between the southern and northern slopes and western and 
eastern slopes of the volcanic center coincide with an identified neotectonic structure (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. Yellow dots and squares indicate the measured seismic events over the DVC area (yellow 
squares represent a group of seismic events located over the summit of the DVC). The black dashed 
lines correspond to identified neotectonic extensional faults [20]. Red dots indicate associated 
thermal activity. 
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4.2. InSAR Data 

The InSAR data revealed a large deformation area centered on the DVC summit area, partially 
covering the geothermal locations. The deformation was detected in several independent data pairs 
using both satellite configurations (ascending and descending) and consisted of a circular, slightly 
elliptic geometry, with a main axis in the northwest–southeast direction (305° azimuth) that was 
approximately 20 km long with a short axis of approximately 18 km. Figure 4 presents examples of 
ascending and descending interferograms for the time period between May 2017 to March 2018, 
indicating a maximum uplift of approximately 5 fringes that represents ~14 cm in both line-of-sight 
LOS directions (λsentinel-1 = 5.54 cm).  

 
Figure 4. Sentinel-1 Interferograms. (a) Ascending 5 May 2017 to 1 March 2018. (b) Descending 10 
May 2017 to 30 March 2018. An uplift in the LOS direction towards the satellite for both products 
indicates an uplift of 14 cm (λsentinel-1 = 5.54). 

The selected interferograms and the resulting stacks are shown in Figure 5. A mean 
deformation velocity peak of 12 cm/year is calculated from the descending and ascending 
interferograms. Every product presented in Figure 5 a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 and a6 and the b-series 
corresponds to different time periods and, consequently, to different uplift magnitudes. A possible 
nonstationary atmosphere effect was reduced by the stacking process, although the presence of a 
static tropospheric delay that remained approximately constant in time could still be present after 
the stacking. The detected number of fringes presented over the DVC are interpreted to mainly be 
due to a deeper crustal deformation source.  

4.3. Gravimetry Mapping Results 

In Figure 6, the Bouguer anomaly map from terrestrial data and its regional and residual maps 
are presented. The regional component of the Bouguer anomaly, Figure 6b, revealed a negative 
anomaly with a long wavelength of ~30 km, located in the northeastern sector of the studied area 
that was separated from the DVC edifice.  

The residual anomaly map, Figure 6c, revealed pronounced density heterogeneities located in 
the upper (shallow) crust, such as an elongate positive anomaly through the Cordillera del Viento 
basement uplift. A negative signal was observed on the southern slope of the DVC that can be 
interpreted as two principal anomalies with different wavelengths placed side by side. The longest 
anomaly had a wavelength λ1 = 26 km, was hosted in the lower crust, and was south of the Domuyo 
summit. The shorter anomaly had a wavelength λ2 = 15 km, was shallower, and was positioned to 
the northeast. 
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Figure 5. Deformation velocities (unwrapped interferograms/time span, in cm/year) used to create a 
stack. The images with labels (a1)–(a6) and (b1)–(b6) correspond to six products each, in ascending 
and descending configurations, respectively (see Table 1). Each product has been normalized to a 
one-year period for the stacking process; see Table 1 for more details. Images (a7) and (b7) 
correspond to the mean velocities for each satellite configuration; on average, the deformation 
velocity was 11 cm/year for the ascending products (a7) and 13 cm/year for the descending products 
(b7). 

 
Figure 6. Bouguer anomaly map from terrestrial data. (a) Bouguer anomaly without filtering, (b) 
regional Bouguer anomaly from an upward continuation of 20 km, and (c) residual Bouguer 
anomaly map calculated by removing the fitted data (shown in panel b) from the original data 
(shown in panel a) calculated at 20 km depth. The wavelengths λ1 and λ2 indicate the two principal 
negative anomalies. These can be interpreted as the expressions of fluid-bearing reservoirs at depth. 
Red dots correspond to thermal activity. The black dashed line corresponds to the deformed area 
identified from the InSAR data, and the black triangles show the main mountain peaks. 

4.4. Magnetic Maps 

Magnetic maps are illustrated in Figure 7 and show the total anomaly, the results of pole 
reduction, and the analytic signal superimposed with the neotectonic normal faults studied by 
Galetto et al. [20] and the hydrothermal activity. The data revealed a concentric arrangement of 
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anomalies that reflected the main structures segmenting the basement of the DVC. From the analysis 
of the reduced-to-pole and analytic signal, we can better interpret the locations of these magnetic 
sources. The general circular shape coincided with the InSAR deformation pattern and to the main 
volcanic sources (see Appendix C for a direct comparison between the surface geology and the 
magnetic anomalies). We noted a positive magnetic anomaly located at the DVC, surrounded by a 
negative anomaly, and in turn surrounded by positive areas on the periphery. Southwest of the area 
(southwest of the InSAR deformation pattern, black dashed line in Figure 7), a magnetic high was 
seen that coincided with the hydrothermal area, which has been previously described as due to 
water recirculation through a fault system [20]. An alignment between some of the W-E and N-S 
structures and the magnetic anomalies was observed. 

 
Figure 7. Magnetic anomalies in nT, (a) total magnetic anomaly, (b) reduced-to-the pole anomalies, 
and (c) analytic signal. The black dashed circle indicates the deformed area as shown by InSAR 
products, red dots represent the areas of hydrothermal activity, black triangles correspond to the 
main mountain peaks, and the black dashed lines delineate the principal neotectonic extensional 
structures over the area. 

4.5. Source Modeling Results 

4.5.1. Modeling from InSAR Data 

To determine the best geometry modeled we considered the AIC criterion, RMS, and WRSS as 
were mentioned in Section 3.5.1. The lowest AIC values corresponded to the point source model, 
followed by the Penny-shaped sill-like model, then the horizontal and the dipping rectangular sills, 
and finally the prolate spheroid source (Table 2). These results seem to be more related to the 
number of parameters involved in each geometry than the precision of the residuals. However, 
when considering the 3D gravimetry modeling, the geometries with lowest AIC caused a misfit of 
the Bouguer anomaly. Moreover, it was not possible to develop a 3D density model using a point 
source geometry, and the small volume of the Penny-shaped sill-like located at 10 km depth could 
not reproduce the Bouguer anomaly. 

On the other hand, the lowest RMS and WRSS values (Table 2) corresponded to the rectangular 
sill sources. The dimensions of both geometries were similar and were approximately 10 × 8 km2 (see 
Appendix A), but the horizontal sill was located 0.8 km deeper than the dipping sill (6.7 km depth). 
To resolve which sill model better represented the deformation source, we tested both depths during 
modeling of gravity data, and we determined that the dipping sill better reproduced the lower 
anomaly. Therefore, from all of the geometries tested for the inversion, the InSAR data-set can be 
best explained by a rectangular sill geometry of around 7.5 × 10 km2 and 0.5 m of opening with strike 
N58°E, and a dip orientation of 10° toward the west, according to the RMS and WRSS criteria and to 
the 3D density modeling.  

Table 2. Statistical values between the different source geometries tasted in the InSAR modeling for 
the descending and ascending interferograms. The RMS corresponds to the root mean square of the 
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residual, and the WRSS corresponds to the residual sum squares weighted with the covariance. The 
DOF corresponds to the degree of freedom of the model, and finally, the AIC denotes coefficients. 

Model 
RMS 
(asc) 

RMS 
(desc) 

WRSS 
(asc) 

WRSS 
(desc) 

DOF 
AIC 
(asc) 

AIC 
(desc) 

Mogi Point source  0.0166 0.0118 6590.04 1105.00 0 776.406 213.272 

Rectangular dipping sill  0.0141 0.0109 6513.18 1061.53 4 781.684 217.981 

Penny-shaped sill-like  0.0148 0.0113 6576.59 1097.66 1 777.931 214.725 
Prolate spheroid source  0.0146 0.0118 6554.62 1081.22 4 783.155 219.488 
Horizontal rectangular 

sill  0.0143 0.0133 6527.24 1072.97 3 780.184 216.860 

From the selected geometry, the rectangular dipping sill source, we can investigate the source 
parameters in Figure 8. The horizontal positions presented a high correlation with the rest of the 
parameters, and the strike, dip, width, and length were well constrained. Further details are 
presented in Appendix A, where a summary of the parameter results for all tested sources are listed, 
including the complete inversion results for the rectangular dipping sill and the posterior 
probability density function. 

 
Figure 8. Joint probabilities for the modeling of InSAR data with a rectangular dipping source. 

In Figure 9, the model and residual patterns can be compared to the input data. The resulting 
source depth was ~7 km below the surface. It is worth noting that the modeling code we used did not 
apply a topographic correction and that the DVC presented a pronounced relief of ~4 km above sea 
level, which is to be considered as the reference for all depth estimates. 
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Figure 9. Images (a) and (d) correspond to the ascending and descending Sentinel-1 interferogram 
products, respectively, for the May 2017 to March 2018 period. Images (b) and (e) correspond to the 
modeling results from GBIS software, using a rectangular dipping source [76]. Images (c) and (f) are 
the corresponding residuals. 

4.5.2.3. D Modeling from Gravity Data 

The Bouguer anomalies of the two models developed by fitting the measured Bouguer 
residuals are presented in Figure 10. The model that better fit the measured anomaly, Figure 10a, 
required a greater volume and a shallower depth of 4 km, while the model with a geometry 
retrieved by the InSAR modeling, shown in Figure 10b, indicated a slightly greater depth of 6 km. 
The density contrast used was the same for both models (−550 kg/m3) according to the predominant 
rhyolitic products. The differences between the modeled and the original Bouguer anomalies were 
minor but revealed short wavelength residuals in the southwest and in the east of the DVC (Figure 
10c and d). Also, the absolute values of the residuals did not exceed 5 mGal, except for the deeper 
body, which differed by 10 mGal for the measured minimum anomaly value.  

Both geometries used for the 3D density model are presented along with the geometry of the 
InSAR modeling (rectangular dipping sill) in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10. 3D density-modeled Bouguer anomalies from the two tested geometries: (a) the modeled 
body located at 4 km depth. (b) The geometry adjusted to the InSAR modeling that is located at 6 km 
depth. (c) The corresponding residuals from (a). (d) The corresponding residuals from (b) that 
present higher values at the center of the anomaly. 
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Figure 11. Source deformation models. From top to bottom: (a) The deformation pattern from InSAR 
data superimposed on a digital elevation model of the DVC, below a rectangular dipping sill at 7 km 
depth from the surface with dimensions of 7.5 × 10 km2 and a 0.5 m opening, with a dipping 
orientation of 10° toward northwest and a northeast–southwest strike of N58°E, obtained from GBIS 
modeling of the InSAR data. (b) Modeled Bouguer anomaly map (IGMAS +) from a 3D density 
model with a geometry of similar dimensions as (a) but was slightly longer and only at 4 km depth 
from the surface. Finally, (c) modeled Bouguer anomaly map (IGMAS +) following the dimensions of 
the GBIS modeling, with a mean depth of 7 km from the surface. 

4.6. Morphometric Results 

The first element that was obtained from the morphometric analysis was related to the uneven 
sizes of the different watersheds that drain the DVC. The western watersheds, rivers 1–4 in Figure 
12, presented systematically smaller drained areas, while the eastern, northern, and southern 
watersheds (rivers 5–8 in Appendix D) showed more integrated local networks and an advanced 
state of maturity for the relief. Therefore, the western watersheds are thought to have evolved over 
unstable terrain that coincides with the inflation area indicated by the InSAR data. 

The swath profiles along the trunks of basins 1 to 8 are presented in Figure 12 and in Appendix 
D. Greater differences between minima and maxima imply higher relief of the valleys and, therefore, 
greater incision. On the one hand, rivers 6 and 7 from the east slope were inferred to present greater 
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levels of incision at their headwaters and are explained by lithological changes observed in the 
geological (Appendix D), at approximately 2500 m altitude. On the other hand, the swath profiles 
from the western rivers 1–4 showed pronounced changes in incision (red asterisks in Figure 12). In 
particular, the changes at 2000–2400 m and at 800–1200 m could not be explained by lithological 
contrasts since homogeneous magmatic products covered the western area of the DVC. The two 
main N–S neotectonic structures that affected the western slope of the DVC coincided with the 
changes in the incision valleys described by the swath profiles and with the western edge of the 
deformation pattern.  

 
Figure 12. Digital elevation model of the DVC showing the deformation pattern from the InSAR data 
and the fluvial network with the watershed boundaries shown as gray lines (1–8). Topographic 
swath profiles 1–4 of the main trunks of the basins draining the western slope of the DVC are marked 
in white on the map. Red stars over the swath profiles represent changes in the topography of the 
trunk valleys, indicating changes in relief that nucleate through the first two fringes derived from the 
InSAR products (the abscissa axis of the swath profiles starts downstream and goes up to the 
headwaters). 

5. Discussion 

Large-scale volcanic deformation and reservoir changes have been proposed for a number of 
sites in the southern Andes, and some areas of uplift even exceed several 100 km² [13]. 
Understanding the details of new unrest at such volcanoes is important for generating a clearer 
picture of the volcanic plumbing system and for assessing potential hazards.  

This case study focused on a poorly understood retroarc volcanic center in the southern Andes, 
the Domuyo Volcanic Centre (DVC), with neither known historical nor proved Holocene activity. 
The morphometric analysis indicated instability in the rivers’ profiles draining the DVC in spatial 
coincidence with the seismic activity. The identified neotectonic activity on the western slope of the 
DVC [20] coincided with the changes in incision seen in the analyzed profiles. 

Although the seismic network available did not provide satisfactory coverage of the studied 
area, a seismic cluster located at the southwest slope of the DVC was observed for the first time. 
Even more, this seismic cluster spatially coincides with the sites of known hydrothermal activity. 
However, a local network with improved azimuthal coverage of the DVC is necessary to better 
constrain the seismic results and to better extract the information the seismic data can provide.  
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For the investigated period, we did not achieve an InSAR time series analysis because of the 
low coherence of the interferograms, but we relied on stacks of selected two-pass interferograms. 
Although the temporal evolution was beyond the scope of this work, an InSAR time series analysis 
may improve the signal-to-noise ratio and help to further improve model constraints. The uplift 
pattern was detected in Sentinel-1 InSAR data in the LOS direction for the period of 2014–2018.  

The magnitude of the deformation velocity was estimated through stacking of six ascending 
and six descending products, all of which were normalized to time. Thus, the average calculated 
velocity was 11 cm/year for the ascending data and 13 cm/year for the descending data. As the 
calculated deformation corresponded to the LOS direction, the difference between the ascending 
and descending velocities might suggest a stronger component toward the east. However, we 
interpret this result as a consequence of correlated phase delays due to tropospheric effects or to 
orbital or topographical residuals. Future studies focused on InSAR time series, such as persistent 
scatterer or Small Basline Subset (SBAS) [100,101], might allow the reduction of artifacts and enable 
refinement of the deformation shape and identification of temporal transients.  

When considering the InSAR modeling approach, a number of assumptions were made. It is 
worth noting that no topographic correction was made when modeling a rectangular sill geometry 
of around 7.5 × 10 km2 and 0.5 m of opening, with a strike of N58°E, with a dip of 10° to the west and 
a depth of 7 km from the surface. 

On the other hand, the residual anomalies, derived from subtracting the 20 km regional field 
from the terrestrial Bouguer anomalies, can be modeled with a 3D body with a geometry similar to 
that obtained from the InSAR modeling. However, the resulting depth ranged between 4–6 km (i.e., 
shallower than the body interpreted from the inversion of the InSAR data). 

We speculate that this lack of depth correlation between the two models could be due to the 
chosen density contrast and/or an overestimation of the InSAR-determined deformations.  

5.3. Implications 

The investigated unrest episode at the DVC shows the first instrumentally recorded evidence of 
changes in activity at this volcanic center. Neither historical nor proved Holocene eruptions are 
known in the DVC, which explains why no dense monitoring program was ever implemented. The 
combined use of deformation data and gravimetric and magnetic data presented in this paper 
suggest that this volcanic center has a well-developed anomaly at depth. As deformation was only 
identified in recent InSAR data (Figures 4 and 5), this leads us to infer that the unrest at DVC is 
episodic, although we do not have InSAR information before 2014. 

Episodic large-scale unrest at volcanic centers and volcanic fields are observed elsewhere, such 
as at the Uturuncu volcanic field, Bolivia, or at Lastarria volcano, Chile/Argentina [11]. Also, in these 
cases, deformation occurrences were identified as pulses lasting from years to decades, but crustal 
structural anomalies suggested more long-term and established systems [102]. At the Domuyo 
volcanic center, we speculate that similar episodes of deformation may have occurred in the past, 
which agrees with the identified reactivation of shallow and crustal faults on the western flank of the 
edifice [20]. In our InSAR data, we have not yet identified clear evidence for such a fault activation, 
but with more dedicated and higher resolution studies, this may change. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper reports on a new unrest episode detected from 2017–2018 in the poorly studied 
Domuyo Volcanic Center (DVC), Argentina. By combining new seismic monitoring data, 
gravimetric and magnetic campaign data, as well as InSAR deformation maps, a model of the source 
of unrest was derived. We found that the slightly elliptically shaped maximum deformation was 
centered on the volcanic center and affected an area over 300 km² with a 20 km diameter. The 
seismicity was concentrated to the southwest and was found in an area of hydrothermal activity. 
The area affected by deformation was also well-defined in the Bouguer gravity anomaly maps and 
revealed a circular-shaped, negative anomaly that was possibly associated with a reservoir at depth. 
We modeled the InSAR data and constructed an inflating subhorizontal sill model that may explain 
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the observations. These geometric parameters were used to constrain the 3D density modeling that 
suggested a reservoir body approximately 4–6-km deep with a density contrast of –550 kg/m3, 
consistent with a predominantly rhyolitic magma. In a conceptual model, we compared the different 
data sets and models and inferred that the current unrest at the DVC is an episode of a much larger 
and longer-lived volcanic crustal structure located at depth. This conceptual model for Domuyo 
highlights the transient nature of volcanoes and/or geothermal activities of large-scale unrest 
episodes at volcanoes elsewhere. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1. Inversion results for the tried geometries. R: ratio, a and b correspond to the major and 
minor semi-axes of the prolate spheroid; DV: volume change; DP/mu = dimensionless excess 
pressure (pressure change/shear modulus); Op.: opening of dislocation plane; Z: depth of one edge of 
rectangular source in meters (positive downwards); The coordinates X and Y have the coordinate 
system centered in the geographic position (−70.42° −36.62°); Strike: angle of horizontal edge with 
respect to North (0°/360°=N; 90°=E; 180°=S; 270°=W); Dip: angle with respect to horizontal 
(0°=horizontal; -90° or 90°=vertical); Width: second dimension of rectangular source, and finally 
Length: first dimension of rectangular source. 

Model 
Geometry 

Mogi 
Point 

Source 

Rectangular 
Dipping Source 

Penny-shaped 
Sill-Like Source 

Prolate Spheroid 
Source 

Horizontal 
Rectangular Sill 

Ratio (km) - - 1.2 
a: 2.4 with an 

inclination of 1.28°. 
b: 0.12 

- 

DV (m3) 5.107 - - - - 
DP/mu - - 0.01 0.31 - 
Op. (m) - 0.4 - - 0.4 
Z (km) 7.9 6.7 10 8.7 7.5 
Y (km) 0.5 −4.3 0.5 0.8 −1.7 
X (km) 10 1.9 −0.8 −0.9 −4.2 

Strike (°) - 59 - 238 145.6 
Dip (°) - -10 - - - 

Width (km) - 10.8 - - 8.2 
Length 

(km) - 8 - - 10.5 
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Table A2. Inversion results for the model of a rectangular dipping source. Dip: angle with respect to 
horizontal (0°=horizontal; -90° or 90°=vertical); Strike: angle of horizontal edge with respect to North 
(0°/360°=N; 90°=E; 180°=S; 270°=W); The coordinates X and Y have the coordinate system centered in 
the geographic position (-70.42° -36.62°); Z: depth of one edge of the rectangular source in meters 
(positive downwards); Opening: opening of dislocation plane. 

Rectangular Dipping Source  
Model Parameters  

Number of iterations: 107  Optimal  Mean  Median  2.5%  97.5%  

Length (km)  8.079  7.772  7.762  6.141  9.671  
Width (km)  10.814  10.204  10.272  8.694  1.1492  

Z Depth (km)  6.673  6.951  6.946  5.982  7.958  
Dip (°)  -9.916  -10.517  -10.4749  -17.173  -3.984  

Strike (°)  58.609  55.5027  56.0426  27.280  84.179  
X (km)  1.970  2.046  2.116  -0.323  3.798  
Y (km)  -4.287  -3.830  -3.972  -4.967  -1.969  

 

Figure A1. Posterior probability density functions of the model parameters of a rectangular dipping 
source. The red line indicates the maximum a posteriori probability solution. See the description of 
Table 2. for parameters details. 
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Figure A2. Subsampled used for the InSAR modeling. (a) Ascending subsampled (quadtree = 2×10−4); 
(b) descending subsampled data (quadtree = 2.5×10−4). 

Appendix B 

 
Figure A3. Seismic data. (a) Latitude and longitude uncertainties of the seismic events. (b) Depth vs. 
longitude positions. The red line indicates the threshold used for this work. (c) Cumulative chart of 
seismic events per month. 
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Appendix C 

 
Figure A4. (a) Magnetic anomaly in the Domuyo Volcanic Center (DVC) and the surrounding area, 
delineated by contour lines. Note a semicircular anomaly with values above 70 nT placed over the 
summit of the DVC which is interpreted as associated with the silicic magmatism represented by the 
central dome. (b) Geologic map of the Domuyo Volcanic Center (DVC) and black contour lines that 
delineate magnetic anomalies with values above 0 nT. Note peripheral-to-the-central dome positive 
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magnetic anomalies interpreted as magmatic material intruding the Mesozoic rocks at depth, 
potentially connected with the rims of a collapsed calder. 

Appendix D 

 
Figure A5. Geologic map of the Domuyo Volcanic Center (DVC). The topographic swath profiles 5–8 
correspond to numbered rivers marked in white in the map. The rivers 1–4 are located where the 
magmatic products cover the area homogeneously and no major compositional changes exist. 
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